
Kit Assemhly
Step by Step

Step 1.
Remove the frame out of the
carry bag. Stand the {rame
on its feet. Clear the area for
expanding the frame.

Reference Connection Method(s)
1. 2 and 3 for more details.

Step 3.
With the frame at approximately
1/3 open, spread and align
the canopy over the top of the
frame and Velcro attach to the 4
corners.

Reference Connection Method(s)
1 , 2 and 3 for more details.
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Step 2.
Carefully expand the frame to
approximately 1/3 open. Use

caution when handling and
interacting with this product. it
may contain sharp and pinching
components.

Step 4.
Lift the 4 side header flaps of
the canopy and Velcro attach
the middle points to the scissor
frame. Once these are done,
replace the canopy header flaps.
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Kit Assembly
Step by Step

Step 5.

Expand the frame and lock in
the 4 upper sliding hubs at each
corner. You can unlock the sliding
hub by pressing and holding
the red lever to disengage the
internal prong.

Refer to Connection Method I
for more details.

Step 7.

With the frame leveled at the
first hole of each leg, continue
to move the sliding hubs up to
the 3rd hole. You can unlock
the sliding hub by pressing

and holding the red lever to
disengage the internal prong.

Refer to Connection Method 2
for more

Step 6.

Expand the legs to one side of
the tent until the sliding hubs
snap lock into the first hole. Then
lift the opposite side to level out.
You can unlock the sliding hub
by pressing and holding the red
lever to disengage the internal
prong.

Refer to Connection Method 2
for more details.

Step 8.

The Jrame will have one canopy
crank system tensioner at the
center of the underside. Carefully
turn the lever clockwise to create
tension on the canopy. This will
raise the canopy and eliminate
wrinkles.

Refer to Connection Method(s)
3 for more details.
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Gonnection Methods

ConnectionMethod1:Engage/Disengages|ideLock-ConnectionMethod2:ExtendTent

The frame will have four slide locks, one for each corner. When the tent scissor frame is fully
extended; make sure the prong of the slide lock snaps into the tube locator hole. Press the lever on
the slide lock to disengage the prong from the tube allowing to slide the lock up or down during
assembly.

The frame will have four slide locks, one for each corner. When the tent scissor frame is fully
extended; make sure the prong of the slide lock snaps into the tube locator hole. Press the lever on
the slide lock to disengage the prong from the tube allowing to slide the lock up or down during
assembly.
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€onnection Method 3: Raise Canopy

The frame will have one canopy crank system tensioner at the center oI the underside. Once canopy
is attached, the spring loaded tension bar will raise the canopy and eliminate wrinkles.
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